
5 Rs. savings 
per month per student!

A school software
that delivers results!
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Our network of schools
have reported

10% rise in admissions

25% rise in parental
engagement



or more improvement in teacher timings
with realtime attendance feedback

reduction in route deviation due to 
live monitoring

or more saved each day for principals 
using substitutions and dashboards

50% 

30% 

or more improvement in task completion 
rate via alerts and automation

40% 

At least 

by promoting app messaging 
in place of SMS

₹ 10,000/- savings At least 

by reducing paper usage
₹ 15,000/- savings 

15 minutes per day 



For every ₹ 15/- spent per student
Measurable Results for Schools

ADMISSIONS

10% increase in
admissions

Vacancy dashboard

Embedded application 
form in school’s website 

QR code for direct 
access to application 
form in flexis etc. 

ACADEMICS FINANCE

Save ₹ 19/- or more

20 additional days
for teachers

25% more parent 
engagement

Mobile apps guiding parents 
and school staff to act on 
most relevant tasks

Actionable insights to 
improve student academic 
performance

Highly flexible assessment 
module with customizable 
report cards

25% faster fee 
collections

10% cost 
savings

Reminders for timely 
payments

Dues and collections 
dashboard for management

Approvals for concessions 
and expenses

Daily audit checks for cash 
and bank balances
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One app to run the entire school
Introducing the dynamic patasala.in School App, meticulously crafted to redefine school 
administration. Discover a suite of features that cater to the specific needs of every stakeholder, 
making school management more efficient and paperless

Tailored interfaces for principals, teachers and other 
staff, ensuring each user has a unique and intuitive 
experience aligned with their responsibilities

Custom Stakeholder Interfaces

The app is designed with each stakeholder's duties in 
mind, making it a powerful tool for every role within the 
institution

Duty-Oriented Design 

Generate quick reports and get overall statistics 
and infographics, enabling data-driven decision 
making

Efficient Reporting 

Embrace a completely paperless approach to school 
administration, digitizing all tasks for a more eco-friendly 
and efficient process

Go Paperless 



Get instant access to actionable items and school 
updates, ensuring you're always in the know

Dynamic Home Interface

Analyse academic results, review homework and 
attendance to boost child’s progress

Holistic Performance View

Never miss a payment with the help of our 
reminders and easy to use payment process

Simplified Fee Payments 

Stay informed with school events, PTMs, class 
diary and communicate with teachers through 
apps

Seamless Communication

Parental Engagement like never before
Welcome to the dynamic patasala.in Parent App, designed to provide an enriched parent 
friendly experience. Explore a range of features that put essential information and school 
updates right at parent’s fingertips



Growing together. One school at a time.
Few of our partner schools enjoying the patasala.in experience

Give us a call to know more
#301 Vision Arcade, 3rd Floor, Cyber Hills Colony, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad-81

     www.patasala.in |        hello@patasala.in |      79 01 01 01 71
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